Abstract. AGILE is an ASI gamma-ray astrophysics space Mission which will operate in the 30 MeV -30 GeV with imaging capabilities also in the 10^0 keV range. Primary scientific goals include the study of AGNs, gamma-ray bursts, Galactic sources, unidentified gamma-ray sources, diffuse Galactic and extragalactic gamma-ray emission, high-precision timing studies, and Quantum Gravity testing. AGILE will be the only Mission entirely dedicated to source detection above 30 MeV during the period 2003-2006.
THE INSTRUMENT
The AGILE scientific instrument is based on an innovative design allowing the simultaneous detection of hard X-rays and gamma-rays with unprecedented imaging and timing capabilities [23, 24] . The instrument consists of two imaging detectors: (1) Super-AGILE (SA) and, (2) the Gamma-Ray Imaging Detector (GRID) made of a Silicon Tracker and a Mini-Calorimeter. The Mini-Calorimeter is also capable of independently detect transient events. A description of the instrument can be found in Ref. [4] . Physical constraints on the instrument are tight in terms of absorbed power ( < 70 W), volume and mass (~ 80 kg). We summarize here the main instrument characteristics.
A Silicon Tracker (ST), consisting of 14 detection planes, is devoted to the detection and imaging of high-energy photons above ~ 20 MeV [4, 5, 6] . Particle track reconstruction is based on the floating strip readout of the analog (deposited charge) signal from Si microstrips of pitch of 121 /urn (see Fig. 1 ). The total number of channels is 43,000. The ST spatial resolution is excellent, reaching ~ 40^m for a variety of incidence angles [6, 5] . Fast low-power electronics allows reaching very short gamma-ray detection deadtimes of order of 100 ^/s. The ST on-axis effective area near 100 MeV is 500 cm A photon beam (of energy range ~ 30 -500 MeV) was produced by Bremsstrahlung of electrons of momentum ranging from 0.15 to 1 GeV/c hitting a thin lead target. The electron beam was deviated by a magnet spectrometer, and tagged by two delay wire chambers and a lead glass calorimeter. A typical gamma-ray photon event detected by 4 Silicon detectors spaced with lead converters (each of ~0.07 radiation length) is shown on the right. The histograms represent the charge collected on the readout strips configured with the baseline AGILE tracker layout (Silicon microstrip pitch of 121 jam, for a floating strip readout system of 242pm pitch). The spatial resolution achieved by this readout configuration is excellent (below 40 fjm for a wide range of photon incidence angles). Figure and data from Ref. [4, 5, 6, 12] .
Super-AGILE (SA) consists of an additional plane of Si detectors placed on top of the Si Tracker, and of an ultra-light coded mask system [9, 15] . SA is aimed at detecting hard X-rays in the energy range between 10 and 40 keV. Imaging capabilities are quite good (pixel size of ~ 6 arcmin) for an on-axis (5 -a) sensitivity of ~ 5 mCrab (1-day integration time).
The Mini-Calorimeter (MCAL) is made of two layers of CsI(Tl) bars with independent fast readout [1, 11] . MCAL supports both the ST particle energy reconstruction (as part of GRID), and the independent detection of photons in the energy rangẽ 0.3 -100 MeV. All AGILE active detectors are surrounded by an Anticoincidence (AC) System consisting of a top plastic scintillator plane and 12 lateral planes [17] .
The AGILE Data Handling System (DH) provides the on-board data processing for the GRID, SA and MCAL events [25] . A DH essential task is the implementation of a GRB Search Procedure to be carried out for a large variety of trigger timescales (from < 1ms to tens of seconds). Super-AGILE can also quickly image fast transients, and a fast communication channel for GRB alerts is currently envisioned. Table 1 summarizes the scientific performance of the AGILE detectors. Fig. 2 shows the AGILE-GRID effective area, and Fig. 4 shows a typical GRID error box for a weak off-axis AGN (~ 30°). In both figures, we emphasize a comparison with EGRET capabilities. FIGURE 2. Effective area as a function of photon energy for the AGILE-GRID, EGRET [27] , and COMPTEL [20] . GRID simulations results from Ref. [8] . 
SCIENTIFIC PERFORMANCE

Gamma-Ray Astrophysics with the GRID
The GRID has been designed to obtain:
• excellent imaging capability in the energy range 100 MeV-50 GeV, improving the EGRET angular resolution by a factor of 2; 
Super-AGILE
An imaging coded mask detector system (Super-AGILE) in addition to the GRID will provide a unique tool for the study of high-energy sources. The Super-AGILE FOV is planned to be ~ 0.8 sr. Super-AGILE can provide important information including:
• source detection and spectral information in the energy range ~10-40 keV to be obtained simultaneously with gamma-ray data (5 mCrab sensitivity at 15 keV (5 a) for a 50 ksec integration time); • accurate localization (~l-2 arcmins) of GRBs and other transient events (for typical transient fluxes above ~1 Crab); the expected GRB detection rate is ~ 1 -2 per month; • excellent timing, with absolute time tagging uncertainty and deadtime near 5{is for each of the 16 independent readout units of the Super-AGILE Si-detector; • long-timescale monitoring (~2 weeks) of hard X-ray sources; • hard X-ray response to gamma-ray transients detected by the GRID, obtainable by slight repointings of the AGILE spacecraft (if necessary) to include the gamma-ray flaring source in the Super-AGILE FOV.
The combination of simultaneous hard X-ray and gamma-ray data will provide a formidable combination for the study of high-energy sources. Given the sensitivities of the GRID and Super-AGILE, simultaneous hard X-ray/gamma-ray information is anticipated to be obtainable for: (1) GRBs, (2) blazars with strong X-ray continuum We assumed a 1-week effective exposure time for a gamma-ray source of flux above 100 MeV equal to 30 x 10~8ph.cm~2s~1 positioned at ~ 28 degrees off-axis for AGILE and at ~ 17 degrees off-axis for EGRET. Simulations results from Refs. [15, 28] .
emission such as 3C 273 and Mk 501, (3) Galactic jet-sources with favorable geometries, (4) unidentified gamma-ray sources. Fig. 5 shows a typical AGILE pointing, and Fig. 6 shows a comparison of intensity maps obtained by a single 2-week viewing period of the anti-center region of the Galactic plane. Relatively bright AGNs and Galactic sources flaring in the gamma-ray energy range above a flux of 10~6phcm~2 s" 1 can be detected within a few days by the AGILE Quicklook Analysis. We conservatively estimate that for a 3-year mission AGILE is potentially able to detect a number of gamma-ray flaring AGNs larger by a factor of several compared to that obtained by EGRET during its 6-year operative life (see Fig. 8 ). Furthermore, the large FOV will favor the detection of fast transients such as gammaray bursts. Taking into account the high-energy distribution of GRB emission above 30 MeV, we conservatively estimate that ~1 GRB/month can be detected and imaged in the gamma-ray range by the GRID and Super-AGILE.
IMAGING AND TIMING OF GAMMA-RAY SOURCES
The existence of a large number of variable gamma-ray sources (extragalactic and near the Galactic plane, e.g., [13] ) makes necessary a reliable program for quick response to transients. Quicklook Analysis of gamma-ray data will be a crucial task to be carried out by the AGILE Team. Prompt communication of gamma-ray transients (typically requiring 1-3 days to be detected with high confidence for sources above 10~6phcm~2s~1) is planned. Detection of short timescale (seconds/minutes/hours) transients (GRBs, SGRs, solar flares and other bursting events) is possible in the gamma-nga Pulsar FIGURE 5. Comparison between a typical GRID pointing centered at the blazar 3C 279 region (area within the solid line circle of radius equal to 60°) and an EGRET pointing of the same source region (area within the dashed line of radius equal to 25°).
FIGURE 6. Left Panel:
EGRET intensity map (photons energy above 100 MeV) of the GRO Viewing Period (VP) n. 1 of the field containing the Geminga and Crab pulsars (from the EGRET public database). Right Panel: AGILE simulated intensity map of the same sky region (above 100 MeV) assuming all sources at their average flux reported by the 3rd EGRET Catalog (from Ref. [28] ). The variable nature of several of these sources is clear from their absence in the left panel giving the GRO VP 1 pointing.In both cases a 2-week total pointing duration was assumed. Intensity map scale in units of photons cm~2s~1 sr~!. ray range. A primary responsibility of the AGILE Team will be to provide accurate positioning of transients, and to alert the community through dedicated channels.
After a 1-year all-sky pointing program, we expect the AGILE average exposure for a generic source to be larger by a factor of ~ 4 compared to what obtained by EGRET during the same time period. Therefore, AGILE average sensitivity for a generic gammaray source above the Galactic plane is expected to be better than EGRET by a factor ~ 2 (see Ref. [16] ). Deep exposures for selected sky regions can be obtained by a program with repeated overlapping pointings. For selected regions, AGILE can then achieve a sensitivity larger than EGRET by a factor of ~ 4 -5 at the completion of its program, reaching a minimum detactable flux near 5 x 10~8 phcm~2s~1. This capability can be particularly important to study a selected list of persistent gamma-ray sources.
AGILE detectors will have optimal timing capabilities. The on-board GPS system can reach an absolute time tagging precision for individual photons near 2 /us. Depending on the detectors hardware and electronics, absolute time tagging can achieve values near 1 -2jiis for the Si-Tracker, and 3 -4/us for the individual detecting units of the MiniCalorimeter and Super-AGILE.
Furthermore, instrumental deadtimes will be unprecedently small for gamma-ray detection. The GRID deadtime will be < lOO^s (improving by three orders of magnitude the performance of previous spark-chamber detectors such as EGRET). The deadtime of MCAL single Csl bars is near 20^s, and that of single Super-AGILE readout units is ~ 5^s. Taking into account the segmentation of the electronic readout of MCAL and Super-AGILE detectors (32 MCAL elements and 16 Super-AGILE elements) the effective deadtimes will be much less than those for the individual units. Fig. 7 shows the AGILE timing performance compared to other gamma-ray missions. Fast AGILE timing will, for the first time, allow investigations and searches for submillisecond transients in the gamma-ray energy range. 
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
We summarize here the main AGILE'S scientific objectives.
• Active Galactic Nuclei. Simultaneous monitoring of a large number of AGNs per pointing will be possible. Several outstanding issues concerning the mechanism of AGN gamma-ray production and activity can be addressed by AGILE including: (1) the study of transient vs. low-level gamma-ray emission and duty-cycles; (2) the relationship between the gamma-ray variability and the radio-optical-X-ray-TeV emission; (3) the correlation between relativistic radio plasmoid ejections and gamma-ray flares; (4) hard X-ray/gamma-ray correlations. A program for joint AGILE and ground-based monitoring observations is being planned. On the average, AGILE will achieve deep exposures of AGNs and substantially improve our knowledge on the low-level emission as well as detecting flares. We conservatively estimate that for a 3-year program AGILE will detect a number of AGNs ~ 3 times larger than that of EGRET (Fig. 8) . Super-AGILE will monitor, for the first time, simultaneous AGN emission in the gamma-ray and hard X-ray ranges.
• Gamma-Ray Bursts. About ten GRBs were detected by the EGRET spark chamber during ~ 7 years of operations [19] (see also Fig. 8 ). This number was limited by the EGRET FOV and sensitivity and, from what we know today, not by the GRB emission mechanism normally producing gamma-rays above 100 MeV (Ref. [21] ). The GRID detection rate of GRBs is expected to be a factor of ~ 5 larger than that of EGRET, i.e., >5-10 events/year). The small GRID deadtime (~ 10 3 times smaller than that of EGRET) allows a better study of the initial phase of GRB pulses (for which EGRET response was in many cases inadequate). The remarkable discovery of 'delayed' gammaray emission up to ~ 20 GeV from GRB 940217 [14] is of great importance to model prompt and afterglow acceleration processes. AGILE is expected to be highly efficient in detecting photons above 10 GeV because of limited backsplashing. Super-AGILE will be able to locate GRBs within a few arcminutes, and will systematically study the interplay between hard X-ray and gamma-ray emissions. Special emphasis is given to fast timing allowing the detection of sub-millisecond GRB pulses independently detectable by the Si-Tracker, MCAL and Super-AGILE. The histogram shows the distribution of sin (a) (with a the off-axis angle) for the AGNs detected by EGRET and the solid curve gives the number of AGNs detectable by AGILE during a 3-year Mission lifetime [7] . Right Panel: Off-axis angle distribution for the EGRET detections of gamma-ray bursts.
• Diffuse Galactic emission. The AGILE good angular resolution and large average exposure will further improve our knowledge of cosmic ray origin, propagation, interaction and emission processes. We also note that a joint study of Galactic gamma-ray emission from MeV to TeV energies is possible by special programs involving AGILE and new-generation TeV observatories of improved angular resolution.
• Gamma-ray pulsars. AGILE will contribute to the study of gamma-ray pulsars in several ways: (1) searching for pulsed gamma-ray emission from the ~ 30 new young pulsars recently discovered in the Galactic plane (Ref. [10] ); (2) improving photon statis-tics for gamma-ray period searches; (3) detecting possible secular fluctuations of the gamma-ray emission from neutron star magnetospheres; (4) studying unpulsed gammaray emission from plerions in supernova remnants and searching for time variability of pulsar wind/nebula interactions, e.g., as in the Crab nebula.
• Search for non-blazar gamma-ray variable sources in the Galactic plane, a new class of unidentified gamma-ray sources such as the mysterious GRO Jl 838-04 [22] and the variable 2CG 135+1.
• Galactic sources, new transients. A large number of gamma-ray sources near the Galactic plane are unidentified and can be monitored on timescales of months/years. Also Galactic X-ray sources (such as Cyg X-l, Cyg X-3, GRS 1915+10, GRO J1655-40 and others) can produce detectable gamma-ray emission for favorable source states and geometries, and a TOO program is planned to follow-up new discoveries of microquasars.
• Fundamental Physics: Quantum Gravity. AGILE detectors are suited for Quantum Gravity studies [26] . The existence of sub-millisecond GRB pulses lasting hundreds of microseconds [2] opens the way to study QG delay propagation effects with the AGILE detectors. If these ultra-short GRB pulses originate at cosmological distances, sensitivity to the Planck's mass can be reached [26] .
